
Chapter 6

Cadence Framework

This chapter looks to answer, with reference to the work of previous chapters and

the subsequent chapter, the main questions posed in §1.4, namely: how to enable a

transition from construal to program by looking for specific improvements to Empirical

Modelling tools and concepts. With the conjecture that supporting such a transition

will enable plastic applications. The specific improvements were identified in §3.4 and

were prototyped in an environment called Cadence in chapter 4. To answer the question

of whether a transition from construal to program is possible with Cadence and whether

this intern enables plastic applications, it is necessary to first show how Cadence supports

construals and how it supports the notion of program. The Cadence environment of

chapter 4 is only a prototype but provides a practical basis for this discussion. The

discussion needs to transcend the prototype of Cadence in chapter 4 and develop a

Cadence framework that can look beyond the limitations of the implementation. The

differences between the Cadence implementation and the Cadence framework highlighted

here are issues for further work and so are briefly discussed in chapter 8.

To show how Cadence supports construals and programs it is necessary to give

both an informal and formal semantics. Therefore, a provisional retrospective attempt is

made to formalise Cadence in order to be more precise about its concepts. This attempt

is by no means rigorous, but is suggestive of a possible approach that may be of use in
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talking about programs. Once it has been shown how Cadence, in principle, supports

construals and programs it is then possible to discuss how to migrate from one to the

other (and back again) and how this gives the plasticity to applications. Chapter 7

follows this to demonstrate what is claimed here by looking at Cadence in relation to

Empirical Modelling, with examples of both construals and programs.

6.1 The Concepts in Cadence

The Cadence framework in general involves a collection of concepts that are closely

related to the Observable Dependency Agency (ODA) concepts of Empirical Modelling

(cf. §2.2.2). Due to the changes suggested in §3.4 and implemented in chapter 4 there

are now differences between the Cadence equivalent of ODA and the original EM ODA,

the difference being largely in interpretation. It is necessary to be more precise about

what the Cadence concepts are if it is going to be possible to identify how Cadence

supports both construals and programs. A provisional and incomplete formal account

is given here, however, it is sufficient for the aim of this thesis and what is lacking is

taken up in chapter 8 as suggested further work (cf. §8.2.8).

6.1.1 Observables

The EM concept of observable was stated in §2.2.2 as: “something which has a value

or status to which an identity can be ascribed”. Whilst this definition remains true for

Cadence there is a need to be precise about what is meant by “value” and “identity”. The

“something” is something from experience which has been observed and is considered

(subjectively and provisionally at first) to be relevant to the modelling activity at hand.

Due to the richness of experience it is not desirable to restrict this to particular types

of thing, something discussed in §3.3.1.

Let R denote the set of all urelement1 tokens2 that represent something in

1Urelements are elements that do not themselves contain elements but are also not the empty set.
Urelements are not sets.

2Corresponds to the OIDs in chapter 4.
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experience (cf. §6.3.1). This is not a well-defined set in that experience is exceptionally

broad. Figure 2.2 indicates that experience is unbounded and that there is a necessary

gap between pure experience and construal. The identification of discrete tokens is

already an abstraction but one that is required to make sense of the world and required

to model that world on a finite discrete computer. They are tokens intended to represent

the “terms” in experience that James identifies as atomic rather than relational in

character [James, 1912/1996; Beynon and Pope, 2011] and is an “element that is directly

experienced”. However, James acknowledges that “experiences come on an enormous

scale ... we have to abstract different groups of them, and handle these separately if

we are to talk of them at all” [James, 1912/1996, 132]. How individual tokens in R

relate to experience cannot be given formally and the tokens are not typed. The set of

tokens may be finite3, however, here it will be considered as being infinite since it will

be useful for R to contain tokens for all integers Z. The set R also contains tokens

representing words, sentences and objects, such as an orange, which may not themselves

be describable as sets. It is up to the observing agent to interpret these tokens in the

“right” way; different agents may interpret tokens in different ways4.

R : Set of all (urelement) tokens (6.1)

Agents may choose particular sets of tokens to correspond to, for example, ex-

isting mathematical objects such as the integers. RZ can be defined as in eq. 6.2 to be

a collection of arbitrary tokens which are a subset of R but has the same cardinality as

the set of integers Z. In this way a notion of type can be developed on top of R as a

standardised restriction imposed by agents (cf. §6.3.2).

3In practice the set R is finite
4A public interpretation of particular tokens relates to the migration from construal to program (cf.

§6.3.2).
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RZ = {. . . , r−1, r0, r1, . . .} (6.2)

RZ ⊂ R (6.3)

|RZ| = |Z| (6.4)

There also must then exist (in the “mind” of the agent) a mapping from the

integers to these tokens, described by the function l in eq. 6.5, and an inverse mapping

from tokens back to the integers. l is a bijective function.

lZ : Z → RZ (6.5)

l−1
Z

: RZ → Z (6.6)

Observables are distinguished from each other in experience to become the

atomic “terms” of experience represented by tokens in R. Relating this back to the EM

definition, an observable is identified by its token and its value or status is attributed

to it by an agent mapping from token to a particular experience. This interpretation

of observable is somewhat different to that used in EDEN where observables resemble

program variables5. The key difference is that observables in Cadence cannot change

value in the same way as they can in EDEN6.

Observables in EM tools to date have been identified using syntactically restricted

names which is problematic (cf. naming issues in §3.3.1). It is not always possible to

name an observable appropriately. Within the Cadence prototype implementation some

tokens7 are given names using provided mapping functions like lZ. All primitive C++

data types are given such mappings and users may also associate names with particular

tokens (usually randomly chosen tokens) so that they can share standard interpretations

5Observables resemble program variables only in that they can have a value assigned to them.
6To change value in Cadence means an agent must change its interpretation of what experience the

token represents.
7Tokens are not themselves names and are never intended to be known directly by an agent. This is

also important for Capability-based security.
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between agents8. Except for these special tokens that are named, the remaining tokens

can only be “found” through their (structural) relationship to other already known

tokens9. A common example of using unnamed tokens is given below in listing 6.1.

. a = (new ) ;

Listing 6.1: Observable identification in DASM

The simple DASM example in listing 6.1 could be interpreted in existing EDEN

terms as describing an observable called ‘a’ with an object value. With a Cadence

interpretation there are three observables given in the example, one giving the context,

one with an associated name ‘a’ and one that corresponds to some unknown token

generated by ‘new’ (e.g. <1:0:1:3248>). The context is some larger containing experience

and the named observable corresponds to some experienced (structural) relation10. The

observable on the right-hand-side cannot be identified directly with a name (it has not

been given a name), instead it is identified by the structural relationship with the other

two observables.

This approach to identifying observables is similar to that used by Subtext (cf.

§2.1.3) which is trying to move away from paper-centric approaches including the need

to give unique names to things. Instead a direct approach to finding variables is taken

using an interactive interface. Names are an abstraction so by not requiring names the

artefact can become more concrete in the sense that not everything in experience can

be given a name unless abstracted. The current Cadence implementation relies rather

heavily on the DASM notation which makes it difficult to move away from naming

observables. A better, more direct, interface would be vital in fully escaping the need

8In a distributed version of Cadence it is necessary to use a global set of such mapping functions so
that each agent can interpret the OD-nets on other machines. Otherwise what one agent thinks of as a
token for the number 5 might be considered to be the number 6 on a different machine. This problem
is a real one.

9An agent will always have at least one known token initially.
10Further work is needed on explaining what it means to say that a relation is an observable expe-

rience (in an abstract sense) but it relates to William James who argues that conjunctive relations are
experienced.
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for textual names, something explored in §8.2.2 as future work.

6.1.2 Relationships and Dependency

Relationships play a vital role in Cadence for the same reasons they do in Empirical

Modelling (cf. §2.2.2) as well as for identifying observables, as mentioned in §6.1.1. An

EM definition for dependency is: “a relationship between observables that - in the view

of a state-changing agent - expresses how changes to observables are indivisibly linked

in change”. There is, however, another form of “experientially mediated association”

which is not made explicit in the definition of dependency given above. Structural

relations between observables are not dependencies but are the subject of dependencies

in that the “change” being referred to is in fact, in Cadence, a structural change11.

This is a consequence of observables being tokens and not variables, they have only an

identity inside the OD-net, their value is external. Further, the notion of dependency

can be split into two distinct kinds of relationship when time is considered, latent and

dynamical. Whilst the EM definition of dependency can account for both kinds, the

EDEN tool only accounts for latent relations (cf. §3.3.2). This section explores and

attempts to provisionally formalise the three distinct kinds of relation along with the

notions of meta-structure and meta-dependency.

Structural Relations

The first kind of relationship in Cadence, which is not well supported in EM to date (cf.

§3.3.1), is a structural relation. A structural relation describes how observables spatially

(or logically) relate to each other and corresponds to the graph in Cadence. Structural

relations are fundamentally important in Cadence as they are the primary means of

identifying observables and they provide the foundations for the other types of relation,

as well as being the basis for computation (cf. §4.3.1). It is being argued here that

11EM does not exclude the idea of structural relations and there is some limited support in the EDEN
tool for structure using lists. However, this is so limited and poorly dealt with as to be essentially
irrelevant here.
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structure is a fundamental concept largely neglected in EM to date (cf. §6.3.1). The

most basic form of algebraic structure is a magma (cf. §3.4.1) which is an appropriate

choice for a highly flexible domain agnostic representation for structure, and is given in

eq. 6.7 using the set of tokens R defined above in eq. 6.1.

φ : R×R → R (6.7)

φ(rx, ry) = rz (6.8)

Structure is obtained from φ by composition of φ with itself, possible because

of the closure of φ over R. Using the graph terminology introduced in §4.1, rx in eq.

6.8 is a node, ry is the edge and rz is another node. A graph interpretation of φ is only

one possible interpretation which has proven useful conceptually and will continue to be

used here12. However, the formal description of structural relations is independent of

a graph interpretation. Eq. 6.9 corresponds to the DASM query in listing 4.1 and the

graph in figure 4.4.

φ(φ(φ(this, rx), ry), rz) (6.9)

Structural relations are not dependencies as defined by EM, although there may

be some deeper notion of dependency in that the meaning of any particular observable13

may depend upon its structural relationship to other observables (for example, the con-

cept of parent is a kind of structural relationship that could change causing the parent

to no longer be a parent in the eyes of an observer). This kind of dependence is an

“experientially mediated association” that is not itself a dependency, however, depen-

dencies may exist upon it through the use of dependency relations (latent or dynamical).

In fact, in Cadence, all dependency comes back to dependence upon structural relations

as it is only the structure of (definition of) φ that can change.

12Other interpretations include an object hierarchy, a lookup table or a binary function.
13As in the way it is observed and interpreted by agents
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Whilst structural relations can be enumerated as in eq. 6.8, they can also be

described abstractly as meta-structural relations (or meta-structure). Meta-structure

is not concrete (infinite rather than finite structure) but instead a generic description

that makes use of one or more mathematical variables. The simplest meta-structural

description involves a single variable, as shown in eqs. 6.10 and 6.11. The symbol rx

represents an arbitrary token in R and α is a variable for all possible tokens (unless

otherwise restricted).

φ(α, rx) = α (6.10)

φ(rx, α) = α (6.11)

Eq. 6.10 states, in graph terms, that for all nodes there is a directed edge labelled

rx that points back to the same node. Eq. 6.11 defines all edges of a node rx to point

to the same node (token) as is used to label the edge. Meta-structure can also be

used to describe the arithmetic operators, as shown in eq. 6.12 which gives the addition

operator. Multiple variables are required for the addition operator, as is a token r+

which is used to represent the addition operator.

φ(α, r+) = β if α ∈ RZ (6.12)

φ(β, γ) = lZ(l
−1
Z

(α) + l−1
Z

(γ)) if γ ∈ RZ

The conversion of a binary operator such as addition into magma form can be

generalised by first transforming it into a generic ternary function f where the first

parameter identifies the desired operation. This function f (eq. 6.13) can then be

partially decomposed into f ′ and f ′′ (eqs. 6.14 and 6.15), both of which are of the same

form as φ when RA,B,C ⊂ R.
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f : RA ×RB ×RB → RB (6.13)

f ′ : RA ×RB → RC (6.14)

f ′′ : RC ×RB → RB (6.15)

f(rx, ry, rz) =f ′′(f ′(rx, ry), rz) (6.16)

The default initial definition of φ in a Cadence implementation is shown in eq.

6.17. Every edge from every node points to the null node14, it is then up to agents

to incrementally modify the definition of φ to describe more interesting relationships.

The modification of φ must always result in it being well-defined which relates to the

indivisibility of change that is so important for experientially mediated associations in

EM15. It is interesting to note that using this approach all possible observables already

exist in the system, as do all edges from each node (in that they point to null) and that

it is only the relationships between observables which are changed to provide meaning

when observed, hence why structural relations are the foundation of Cadence.

φ(α, β) = rnull ∀α, β ∈ R (6.17)

Latent Relations

Latent relations are a kind of dependency and are the relationships supported by EDEN

(cf. §2.2.3). Dependency relations define, in an algebraic sense in Cadence, the structural

relations of observables as being some expression involving other structural relations

and other observables. In other words it involves defining φ recursively by using φ

on the rhs of its own definition, as shown in eq. 6.18. The structural relation being

defined is then dependent upon the observables and their relations used in the expression.

Such relationships rightly need to be indivisibly maintained when change occurs for all

14The null node is also in R
15This will also have consequences for concurrency in a multi-agent model.
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structural relations as a whole to remain coherent with respect to their dependency

relations, although this is implicit here if φ remains a well-defined function. A latent

relation is a dependency relation where it is invariant with respect to time as perceived

by an agent observer. In other words, such relationships only become apparent when

agents make a change (hence the use of latent), in contrast to dynamical relations (cf.

§6.1.2). In the Cadence prototype, latent relations are described by latent definitions and

passive dependency maintenance (cf. §4.3.2) is used to indivisibly maintain coherence.

φ(this, ra) = φ(φ(φ(φ(φ(this, rb), rc), rd), re), rf) (6.18)

Given the definition of φ in eq. 6.7 it is possible to write the latent definition

given as the DASM statement in listing 4.19 as shown in equation 6.18. Part of φ

is being defined here in terms of itself, but not in a cyclic fashion which is of course

meaningless. As with structural relations there are also meta-dependency definitions

which abstractly describe general dependency relationships. Eqs. 6.19 to 6.22 give the

most basic examples of meta-dependencies.

φ(α, rx) = φ(α, ry) (6.19)

φ(α, rx) = φ(ry, α) (6.20)

φ(rx, α) = φ(α, ry) (6.21)

φ(rx, α) = φ(ry, α) (6.22)

Eq. 6.22, for example, states that all edges from some node rx point to the same

node as the corresponding edge from node ry. This is an example of how inheritance

may be described using meta-dependency because now the structures for rx and ry

appear to be the same except that rx could be further defined to override the definition

in eq. 6.22 for specific cases.

φ(rx, α) = φ(φ(α, r×), α) (6.23)
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The equation in 6.23 corresponds to the example given in listing 4.27 which

describes a generic square operation (there is no reference to any particular kind of object

such as integers). The Cadence prototype only has basic support for meta-dependency

as it only allows for a single variable16.

The potential use of meta-relations is huge but largely unexplored in this work

(cf. further work in §8.2.6). The problem is in relating the use of meta-relations to

the development of construals which are concrete. Meta-relations are intrinsically un-

observable (abstract) until used as they require values for the variables. Although the

generic definitions of §4.3.4 are the meta-dependencies being discussed here, there is

another kind of generic definition which may be of some use. Sometimes it may be

useful for agents to have parameterised template definitions to help with model con-

struction. These template definitions are not a part of the OD-net itself as they would

be instantiated by agents before being added to φ. They form an external library of

definition templates.

Dynamical Relations

Dynamical relations are another form of dependency relation that describes how struc-

tural relations change over time (cf. §4.3.3) and so is time variant from an agents

perspective and appears to change without agent interaction (cf. §6.1.3). This kind of

relationship is not well supported by EDEN17 but is not excluded from the definition of

dependency used by Empirical Modelling. To account for time a set of φ functions can

be associated with a natural number corresponding to a discrete instant in time. This

is done with Φ as in eq. 6.24.

16The built-in arithmetic operators are also conceptually meta-relations that have multiple variables,
however, they are meta-structural

17A new observable could be created in EDEN for each discrete instant in time and then have agents
change which observable they observe depending upon the present instant (cf. §7.1).
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Φ : N → [R×R → R] (6.24)

Φ(t) = φt (6.25)

The shorthand φt will be used for the rest of this section. The initial default

definition of φ now needs to be modified to the following:

φt(α, β) =











φt−1(α, β) if t > 0

rnull

(6.26)

The example definition in eq. 6.27 corresponds to the DASM example in listing

4.24 which continually changes a structural relation between observables such that,

when interpreted by an agent, it appears to be counting up by one each instant18. A

now variable has been included which relates to the modifying agents concept of the

present instant at the time the definition was made.

φt(this, ra) =



























φt−1(φt−1(φt−1(this, ra), r+), r1) if t > now

r0 if t = now

. . .

(6.27)

Unlike the Cadence implementation in chapter 4, the description of Cadence

given in 6.24 allows definitions to refer more than just one time step into the past or

future. This limitation in the implementation is discussed in §8.2.4 as further work.

Whilst references to the future are conceptually allowed, if mixed with references to

the past they will readily result in cyclic definitions (across time) which cannot be

permitted19. For this reason it is important to either always refer to the future or, more

likely, always refer to the past. The latent relations discussed above are a special case

of these dynamical relations where the time component t does not vary between the

18As in the tokens when interpreted as integers increase over time.
19Only in situations where references to past and future are disjunctive will it work.
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left-hand-side and right-hand-side of the definition20. It is useful, however, to separate

the two concepts21.

6.1.3 Agency

In Cadence there is no difference in the role of agency from that found in the existing EM

framework. The definition in EM is, therefore, valid for Cadence: “an agent is projected

on to the referent as something that can change the state of the model in some way

by manipulating observables and relationships”. In other words, agents manipulate and

observe the OD-net (φt) in ways similar to how they might manipulate and observe the

referent. This thesis has not explored the nature of agency in Cadence in depth. What

is important to acknowledge is the nature of “change” now that dynamical relations

have been identified, and what the different roles of agents may be.

Whereas dependency is a part of the model of state-as-experienced and describes

indivisible relationships, agency is used for experimentation with that state and for

boundary situations between what is and is not in scope. Agency could be used instead of

dependency throughout the model, however, this would result in a traditional imperative

environment which, it is argued by EM, is not as appropriate for construals. The benefits

of using dependency would be lost if agency was not confined to the boundaries where

dependency is not possible22.

Types of Change

It may be appropriate in some circumstances to associate two kinds of change with

Cadence, however, this depends upon the context for observation. The two types of

change might be, from an agents limited perspective, as follows:

1. Internal - mediated by deterministic dynamical relations.

20The EDEN tools observables and dependencies are therefore a subset of the φ relation.
21The implementation of these relationships is different in the Cadence prototype (cf. §4.4.2).
22Dependency cannot be used at the boundaries because it would require knowledge of observables

and dependencies outside of scope, potentially resulting in the need to model the entire universe. A line
needs to be drawn where agency is used instead.
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2. External - enacted by non-deterministic actor agents.

Internal change is “illusory” since the definition of Φ is not changing. The illusion

of change is the result of an observer’s own motion through time and their limited view

point which restricts them to only observing φnow. An observer would also experience

change if they were to shift their focus to different observables at the same point in

time.

By restricting agent observation to φnow and continually changing the now vari-

able (hence continually changing φnow), it is possible to simulate change and therefore

animate the artefact in a deterministic manner23. The Cadence implementation in

chapter 4 only allows agents to observe φnow and also imposes restrictions upon possi-

ble modifications to the definition of φ (cf. discussion of dynamical relations in §6.1.2).

These restrictions on observation and modification are potentially serious limitations

since it may be appropriate for some agents (e.g. the human modeller) to observe Φ and

have access to history24, whilst choosing to restrict the capabilities of other agents to

φnow. Other restrictions to agent observation in addition to φnow may also be appropri-

ate, especially when moving from construal to program. Such deficiencies are identified

in §8.2.5 as future work.

External change is caused by external modification of the definition of φnow

by actor agents (either internal or external actors) and as a result is non-deterministic

from the point-of-view of other agents within Cadence. Agents cannot, no matter how

unrestricted their observational capabilities of the OD-net, predict changes caused by

other agents25.

23Although it may appear to be non-deterministic to an agent with restricted capabilities for
observation.

24Both to observe and manipulate the past and see consequences propagate automatically through
time by dependency maintenance. Relates to the steering supported by Forms/3 (cf. §2.1.3).

25Unless they could directly communicate with each other by means other than the OD-net. Such
situations are not considered to be a part of the Cadence framework but are also not excluded.
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Role of Agency

One of the roles of agents in EM is to enable experimentation through interaction and

observation of an artefact (cf. §2.2.2). It is possible, however, to identify four different

kinds of agent in both Cadence and EM based upon the role they play in a model. These

four kinds are grouped into two categories:

• Mediators: those agents which do not act autonomously but mediate between the

artefact (OD-net) and some other agent.

– Observers: agents which interpret parts of the artefact in specific ways to

translate it into something another agent can then observe.

– Manipulators: an interface through which other agents may make specific

and potentially complex manipulations of the artefact.

• Actors: these agents are deemed to be responsible for some manipulation or are

the ones making an observation. Typically actors will both observe and manipulate

an artefact, either directly or via mediator agents.

– Internal: agents which are automated and act autonomously within the Ca-

dence environment.

– External: agents outside of the computer, which will include the human

modeller(s) and other sources of input/output.

These classifications of kinds of agent are perhaps overly simplistic and there is

much scope for looking at this further, especially in relating agents to the restrictions

identified above such as φnow. These issues will be discussed in chapter 8.

6.2 Development Process

Empirical Modelling [Sun, 1999] and Cadence are both fundamentally amethodical26.

There are no formal procedures or sets of methods by which a model can be developed

26Amethodical, as defined in [Truex et al., 2000].
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substantially alter the way Cadence models develop, especially as they grow in size and

move towards larger programs.

1. Support for component separation by using structural relationships to delineate

objects. Each component can become a focus of observation and be refined in-

dependently of the rest of the model (cf. §3.4.1). Such component separation

enables reductionist approaches to be taken if appropriate and allows for decom-

posable test units (cf. §2.1.4). Component separation played a significant role in

the development of the Stargate model, as illustrated in §5.1.1 with the bloom

effect.

2. Abstraction of collections of observables and relationships into generic prototypes

that can be reused both within and between models. Component reuse would

enable a rich library of such components to be developed to help with scaling up

the models. An example is the game library (cf. §4.4.5) which provides prototypes

for interface elements such as buttons. Each new model could reuse existing well

refined models (cf. §5.5) and so does not need to start from the ground up each

time [Sun, 1999, p.71]. Abstraction into generic prototypes should be encouraged

where appropriate.

3. The introduction of dynamical relationships allows more to be moved from agents

into the artefact itself. Consequently, the role of agents has changed and so

through the refinement process the agents will shrink down to the boundaries27

rather than remain playing a central animating role. In general as the program is

refined the agents should be reduced to their simplest forms.

4. Removing the focus on definitive scripts and instead interacting directly with the

OD-net changes the way models are managed. The vision in Cadence is for the

OD-net to be persistent and distributed (cf. §8.2.4). Managing and separating

27The boundaries refer to the scope of the model, the boundary between what is a part of the model
and what is not.
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models now needs to take advantage of structural relationships rather than script

files. Additionally, if OD-net history is supported in the future, then this would

act as a form of version control.

6.3 Supporting Plastic Applications

This thesis has taken the approach that plastic applications can be supported by allowing

individual human modellers to start out by developing construals and refining these

sufficiently far that they become “programs”. Having described the Cadence framework

in this chapter it is now possible to discuss the extent to which this Cadence framework

supports the migration.

6.3.1 Supporting Personal Construals

Earlier sections of this thesis have already introduced the notion of construal (cf. §2.2.1),

how construals may be supported by computers (cf. §2.2.2 and §2.2.3) and how this

relates to plastic applications (cf. §3.1). The dimensions of refinement identified in

§3.2 give the characteristics of construals: they are personal, subjective, provisional and

specific. The first question to ask is: does Cadence support construals? A simple way

to answer this is to 1) develop construals using Cadence to demonstrate empirically that

it does (cf. kinesin model in §5.4) and 2) by relating Cadence to Empirical Modelling

which already has a great deal to say about supporting construals. Both points are

explored further in chapter 7. For now it is easy to claim that because Cadence is based

upon EM concepts, and in fact extends them, that it does support the development of

construals, at least as much as EM does.

A way to measure how well a software environment such as Cadence supports

construals is to look at how well it deals with each of the following issues which relate

to the desirable characteristics of construals:
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• Variety of ontologies28 supported so that personal and subjective decisions can be

made about which approach to take.

• Connecting different ontologies together - if many are used - to provide a coherent

artefact.

• Reducing problems with making ontological commitments by allowing transitions

from one approach to another and so keeping the construal provisional.

• Support for experimentation with the construal to help identify what ontological

decisions to make. This can be split into two:

– Freedom to observe and interpret the artefact subjectively.

– Freedom to interact with the artefact to gain understanding of it.

The remainder of this section will look at how the Cadence tool and framework

measure up against these criteria. It is important to remember that the focus is not

on better support for construals specifically, at least not beyond what EM can already

do, but on moving from construal to program. How this objective has impacted upon

support for construals does, however, need to be taken into account and it turns out to

be significant29.

Variety of Ontologies

The primary means of supporting different representations for different purposes in Em-

pirical Modelling is the use of definitive notations. Notations exist that are suited to

specific domains such as Scout for window management (cf. §2.2.3). The problems with

using definitive notations were identified in §3.3.3. One such problem is that each do-

28The use of “ontologies” here is pragmatic, as often used in computer science, rather than being
taken too philosophically.

29Initially it was not an objective to improve support for construals. Any improvements in support for
construals that resulted were somewhat unexpected consequences of reinterpretations of existing EM
concepts.
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main requires a unique notation and that this is expensive. Without notational flexibility

the construal must be framed in terms of the pre-existing notations.

Whilst Cadence could support definitive notations as mediator agents to provide

the same functionality as EDEN, it is also possible to represent the structures and

operations present in these notations directly in the Cadence OD-net. An example is

given in listing 6.2 of a possible translation of the Scout script given earlier in listing

3.3. How exactly a Scout script is converted is for the modeller to decide due to the

range of possible translations. It is clear when comparing the two versions (listings 3.3

and 6.2) that they look similar, and certainly the Cadence form is an improvement on

the Eden translation in listing 3.4.

The argument here is that the Cadence OD-net (i.e. φ) is capable of directly

supporting the Scout ontology. The same is also true for the other notations by a

similar translation. Due to the computational nature of φ when traversed by agents, the

notation specific operations can also be translated into the OD-net30. As a consequence

there is little need for the use of definitive notations at the construal stage of model

development, and this removes the problem of notation inflexibility (cf. issue E3 in table

3.2) which in turn allows for a greater variety of ontologies than EM currently supports

with EDEN. Subject to implementation support for meta-structure, φ is sufficiently

generic and unrestricted to represent many kinds of structural and other relationships

as well as operations.

Connecting Ontologies

A problem identified back in §3.3.3 (problem E1), and which is not specific to EM

(cf. meta-domain language in §2.1.4), is how to communicate between distinct kinds

of representation. This is an active area of research, particularly in the flexible mod-

elling tools community where they are attempting to bridge between different kinds of

representation, mixing formal and informal together. An example is BITKit (Business

30Although the current implementation of Cadence is limited in its support for generic definitions (cf.
§4.3.4)
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. A1 = (new

t ype = TEXT

frame = (new

x1 = 50

y1 = 50

x2 i s { . x1 + ( @g r i d s qua r e width c ) }

y2 i s { . y1 + ( @g r i d s qua r e h e i g h t r ) }

)

f o n t = (new union ( @pro to type s f o n t ) )

b g c o l o r = (new r =1.0 g=1.0 b=1.0)

f g c o l o r = (new r =0.0 g=0.0 b=0.0)

bd co l o r = (new r =0.0 g=0.0 b=0.0)

bo rde r = 2

r e l i e f = DEFAULT

a l i gnment = CENTRE

s e n s i t i v e = (new

ON = t rue

ENTER = t rue

LEAVE = t rue

)

s t r i n g i s { @root a1 }

) ;

Listing 6.2: SCOUT window in DASM
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Insight Toolkit) [Desmond et al., 2010] which is a smart office tool that enables an

underlying model to be developed that can link together spreadsheets, presentations

and documents through a model of the information rather than relying on a manual

translation process. Such underlying representations need to be “domain agnostic” and

“highly flexible and capable of evolving and refining an arbitrary meta-model” [Desmond

et al., 2010]. Similarly, work by James Douglass at Boeing [Douglass, 2010] is looking

at a “language of languages” to enable different views and means of interaction with

what is fundamentally the same model31.

The approach often taken, and the one taken here, is to find a generic founda-

tional representation to which all others can be translated. The problem with EDEN is

that the foundational Eden language is not up to the task (cf. §3.3). As already shown

using listing 6.2, the foundational representation in Cadence (the φ function) is capable

of appropriately supporting translations from other notations. By being able to work

with the flexible and unrestricted Cadence representation of state there is substantially

less difficulty in inter-representation communication than with Eden. This point is re-

visited in §7.1.1. Consequently it can be argued that Cadence is better (than EDEN) at

connecting together different ontologies and so is better at supporting diverse construals.

Dealing with Commitments

Abstraction is required to simplify the world which is far too rich for us to reason about,

even with the help of computers. Knowing what is important for any particular purpose

is an important and difficult process that comes before any more formal approaches

can be taken. Identifying what observables and relationships are important is a vital

(perhaps the most vital) part of the process of developing construals and is highly con-

text dependent as well as somewhat subjective. Traditionally this identification process

would be the software design process which, although utilising various modelling tools,

is usually an off-line process. Although the Cadence OD-net does support richer ob-

31Related to the “modes of observation” in Empirical Modelling
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servable and relationship possibilities, it still needs to account for the possibility that

previously identified relationships and observables may change as what is and is not

important becomes clearer to the modeller.

The process of radically changing relationships and observables (on a large scale)

is to be called refactoring because of its similarity to a process of the same name used

in traditional programming32. Refactoring is required because, despite Cadence being

exceptionally flexible, the modeller will make particular ontological commitments in a

model and these may turn out to be inappropriate. This is indicative of the provisional

nature of construals. The ability to refactor a construal is what really makes it a construal

and is important for extreme plasticity.

In traditional object-oriented software development, designs are split into mod-

ules, components and objects with encapsulation being important. This is done in an

attempt to hide details and reduce dependencies between components so that changes

do not propagate throughout the software but are kept local. Localised change is eas-

ier to manage. Aspect-Oriented Programming attempts to further reduce cross-cutting

concerns between components. Service-Oriented Architectures and dependency injec-

tion are also trying to reduce built-in dependency. These technologies allow for some

degree of refactoring by minimising change propagation.

Instead of removing dependency, Cadence and EM take the opposite approach

and embrace dependency to automatically propagate change. Through the use of depen-

dency definitions like those used in the Stargate model (cf. §5.1) to provide short-cuts to

shader variables (cf. listing 5.7) it is possible to create different but connected views of

essentially the same thing. To a limited degree this allows for apparent refactoring which

may in many cases be adequate. Also, due to the flexibility of agent interpretations a

degree of refactoring can be done without any real underlying change to the OD-net.

The kinds of refactoring and change that are currently supported by the tradi-

tional technologies are also possible with Cadence. For example the use of objects in

32Refactoring programs involves changing the structure or design, without necessarily changing the
functionality.
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Cadence allows for modularisation and dependency injection (cf. use of game library in

§5.1.1 Stargate model). More radical refactoring, where one or more objects need to

be transformed into entirely different objects, currently remains a rather manual pro-

cess within Cadence, where individual observables and definitions need to be rewritten.

In fact, because of various limitations with the prototype tool (cf. §8.2), this is done

in script files off-line rather than on-line as is intended. These limitations could be

overcome by providing more sophisticated manipulator agents. Traditional software de-

velopment approaches will also suffer from similar problems if such radical changes are

necessary33. The use of dependency maintenance and support for context switching

does help with this process by taking some of the burden of change away from the

modeller, without requiring the modeller to explicitly design for change. The advantage

of embracing dependency rather than removing it is that unexpected changes can be

better dealt with automatically, but also it is easier to debug and trace problems using

the computer rather than through off-line analysis. Radical redesign can become, and

should be, a live experimental process.

Cadence has embraced ideas from the software industry on how to manage

change and has integrated these approaches with the Empirical Modelling framework.

The result is that Cadence is better able to support refactoring than EDEN. However,

there is much room from improvement in supporting radical refactoring, discussed as

further work in chapter 8.

6.3.2 Supporting Public Programs

The characteristics of a program were identified in §3.2 with the dimensions of refine-

ment. A program is public, objective, assured and generic. The intention is that what

was once a construal is now an artefact that can be publicly communicated, understood

and used. No ambiguity over meaning and interpretation can remain. The artefact

must also reliably reflect what it is intended to represent but also be abstract and

33Sometimes requiring a complete or extensive rewrite of the software if the change occurred after
the implementation had begun.
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generic enough to apply over a broader range of situations than the original concrete

example used to develop it.

As with support for construals, one way to show that Cadence supports programs

is to develop such programs. Examples of programs (albeit small ones) can be found

in the following chapter (cf. §7.3.3). There are key ways, however, in which Cadence is

better able to support programs than EDEN:

• By using agents only for boundary situations (i.e. input and output) the rest

of the model can be migrated into the OD-net which has a formal basis not

dissimilar to functional languages (cf. §6.1). Removing excess use of agency for

internal state maintenance allows the program to be more easily formalised due

to its deterministic nature. It is the lack of support for custom agents in the

Cadence prototype that has meant that entire models needed to be described

directly with the OD-net. All of the models in chapter 5 illustrate this. Whilst

the lack of custom agents is problematic for supporting construals it has shown

how Cadence is able to function without internal agency, something which EDEN

is not able to do (cf. §3.3.2). There is much potential for automatic just-in-time

style optimisations (similar to Java and Self) and concurrent implementation of

the Cadence OD-net (cf. §§4.4.2 and 8.2.7).

• Generic prototyping design patterns, cloning and the ability to switch groups of

observables allows types and components to be abstracted (cf. Kinesin bond pro-

totype in listing 5.17 and button prototype in appendix A). The program can scale

up and adapt to different scenarios more readily by using these generic adaptable

examples, whereas in EDEN it would involve extensive use of agency (to generate

definitive scripts) to make even simple adaptations (cf. timetable and ELS models

in §3.3.1 where agents were used to generate large scripts automatically).

• Meta-relations can, in principle, enable further abstraction of algebraic relation-

ships in addition to the structural abstraction using prototypes (and template
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definitions). Meta-relations and prototyping can be used to achieve similar ab-

stractions but with different characteristics (cf. square examples in listings 4.20

and 4.27). Recursion is easy with meta-relations but would require a lazy copy

mechanism if done using the prototype approach, which is how Subtext supports

recursion [Edwards, 2005]. The lazy copy of Subtext is actually a form of meta-

relation in any case, but one that perhaps relates better to the concrete nature

of construals than the notion of meta-relation which is not observable. Further

work is needed on both of these approaches (cf. chap 8), however neither is pos-

sible with EDEN and one or both would prove vital for supporting more abstract

programs.

• Agents could, in the future (cf. §8.2.5), take advantage of the semi-structured

nature of the OD-net using schemas and capability-based security to provide fine-

grained restrictions on observation and interaction. Such restrictions embed an

intended protocol of interaction into the program rather than leaving it open to the

arbitrary subjective change of a construal (cf. problem B6 in §3.3.1). Restrictions

of this kind provide assurance and help to guarantee objectivity. LSD is the current

EM approach for specifying restrictions on agent interaction but is problematic (cf.

§3.2).

It is not difficult or problematic to consider the OD-net described in this chapter

as a way of representing programs. Indeed many who have only been briefly exposed to

Cadence and the DASM notation have mistaken it for a traditional programming lan-

guage and environment. The conclusion here is that Cadence does support “programs”

and that it is a substantial improvement over EDEN, even though much work is required

on tool development.

6.3.3 Supporting Migration from Personal to Public

Having argued how Cadence supports both construals and programs it is comparatively

trivial to show how to move from one to the other. The development process outlined
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in §6.2 already shows how through experimental evolution a construal can solidify into a

program. Over time the modeller can start identifying patterns such as prototypical ob-

jects or meta-relationships which occur often. Gradually agent interactions with models

become ritualised and through the use of capabilities and schemas this can be captured.

Cadence is a gentle-slope system (cf. §2.1.1). There is no sudden leap from

construal to program, different parts of the same artefact may evolve at different rates

but still work together. Prototypes can be made and used as they are identified, but

concrete singletons34 can also remain. Relationships can be enumerated and then later

converted to meta-relations or prototypes if desired, all without radical translation steps,

remaining live and interactive throughout (cf. liveness in §2.1.1). The use of the sin-

gle underlying OD-net and agent framework for both construals and programs means

that the same skills are used for developing both. The development of a program (or

construal) is largely similar to how the program is used, through interaction and obser-

vation of observables and relationships, the only difference being the sophistication of

the changes being made.

The development process described in §6.2 and the Stargate and Kinesin models

of chapter 5 all demonstrate a migration from construal to program. Although essentially

the same as the EM process, the earlier discussion and the models illustrate how the

migration supported by Cadence can go much further than is possible with EDEN.

34Singletons are unique objects which do not need to be abstracted into a prototype since no other
instance of them is required.
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